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he latest figures for
membership of our Society
show that we are still not

recruiting enough new members
to compensate for our losses.
In this, we are in the same
predicament as many other
societies and clubs. So many
things compete for the time and
money involved in belonging to a
group that most struggle to
maintain membership.

In terms of value, MBSGB offers
more for the modest subscription
than one can get almost anywhere
else. Four issues a year of a

magazine full of interesting
information which it would be
difficult to obtain elsewhere; the
opportunity to meet, on a local
and national basis. with other
enthusiasts to hear and see some of
the best examples of mechanical
music; and the help of expert
members if you decide to embark
on a restoration project.

Our cover picture

Musical Automaton by
Phalibois circa I 880
depicting two monkey
figures in period costume.
The male figure plays a

street organ whilst the
female sings from a

songbook. 60 cm high.
This item realised

f2,500 at the recent
Bonhams Auction.

Picture courtesy of Bonhams

Back numbers obtainable from:
Roy Ison, 5 East Bight, Lincoln, LN2 lQH O 2003 The Musical Box Society of Great Brirain

All of this for 46 pence a week!
From time to time in the past we
have asked for ideas for recruiting
new members but some of these
involved expenditure which would
not be justified, or trying to
get sponsorship from allied
organisations. In this lafter case, we
have little to offer in return as
companies themselves struggle
against ever tighter margins.

The most effective route to
new members still seems to be
introductions from existing ones. If
anyone shows an interest in your
collection, however modest, make
sure they know how much
enjoyment they could get for just
f,24 a year.

Our Membership Secretary will
be happy to provide Application
Forms or, for those suitably
connected, you can download from
our website - mbsgb.org.uk

This is something in which
everyone can make a difference. I

Editor
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President: ChristoPher Proudfoot
The Old Rectory, Fawkham, Longfield, Kent DA3 SLX

T el 0 147 4 7075 I 3 Email: cproudfoot@onetel net.uk

Joint Vice President: Coulson Conn
432 Old Forge Road, Media, Pennsylvania PA 1906 USA

Tel: 610 459 06'7

Joint Vice President: Paul Bellamy
46 Longfield Avenue, High Halstow, Nr. Rochester. Kent ME3 8TA

Te | : 0 I 634 252Oi 9 E-mail : bell amypaul 6@ aol.com

Subscriptions Secretary & Treasurer: Richard Kerridge
32 Queens Road, Reading, Berkshire RGI 4BA

Tel: 0l l8 957 7453 E-mail: edwinsmitb@btinternet.com
To whom all subscriptions and subscription entluiries should be rxldressed.

Membership & Conespondence Secretary: Alan Wyatt MBE
MBSGB, P O Box No 299, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB4 8DT

Email: alan@ wyatt | 02.fsnet.co.uk
To whom all applications and queries relating to new membership should be

addressed and to whom aII general correspondence should be sent '

Meetings Secretary: RoY Ison
5 East Bight, Lincoln LN2 IQH

T el : Ol 522 54O406 Fax : O 1 522 5207 82 E- mail : i son @bight.demon.co.uk

Recording Secretary: Arthur Cunliffe
c/o The Editor, as below.

Editor: Alan Pratt
6 Kingscote Road, Dorridge, Solihull, West Midlands B93 8RA

Tel: 01564 775000

Archivist: John Farmer
8 The Lea, Kidderminster, Worcester DYI I 6JY

Tel: 01562 741 108 E-mail: iohn@musicanic.com

Auction Organiser: David Walch
1l Harford Close, Bristol BS9 2QD

Advertising Secretary: Ted Brown
,The Old School, Guildford Road, Bucks Green, Horsham, West Sussex RHl2 3JP

Tel: 0lzl03 823533

Committee members:
Kevin McElhone

Tel: 0l536 523988 E-mail: kevinmcelhone@supemet.com

Nicholas Simons
Tel: 01332 7@576 Email: nias@btinternet.com

Hugh Morgan
27 Middleton Street, Wymciirdham, Norfolk NRIS OAE

Tel;01953 603462

Daphni Ladell
The Hollies, Box Hill Road, Tadworth, Surrey KT2O 1LA
Tel : 0 I 737 843il4 Email : rl af hne.ladel I @btin ternet.com

Website: www.mbsgb.org.uk
E-mail: mbsgb @reedman.org.uk

New Members
We are pleased to welcome
the following new membeis
to the Society:-

1842 Eberhardlentz, Germany
2843 William Brown, E. Lothian
2844 Renneth Harrison, N.Yorks
2845 Andrew Cable, Bucks
2846 James Washbourne, Staffs

2847 Peaer Thornton, Herts

2848 Susan Robinson, CA. USA
2849 Marvin Polan, NY. USA
2850 Marc Kaufman, CA. USA
2851 A.Meekins,NJ.USA
2852 Luis Busto, FLA USA
2853 Martin F. Persky,IL USA
2854 Dr. J. R. Dickey, TX USA
2855 Jerry Biasella, IL USA
2856 Kent Williams, CA. USA
2857 Rossana Harris, CO USA
2858 Nickolas Petersen, FL. USA
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Christmas Meetings
We have only one end-of-year
meeting this year - and strictlY
speaking it's in next yearl

Alan and Daphne Wyatt are

holding an Open Day on New Years

Day 2004 from I 1.00 till 4.00.
Everyone is welcome but if you do

plan on attending please ring to
confirm -01223860332.

Update on the
International
Meeting 2005
Wednesday 24th August to Bank
Holiday Monday 29th
In the last issue of our Journal I told
you about our very special meeting

in 2005, and I thought you would be

interested in having an uPdate on

how we are progressing.

First of all, thank you for all the

offers of help I have had. I am now
in a position to tell you that KaY

Brown is our Sheriff in charge of
the transport; her job is to suPPlY a

deputy for each coach to each
venue. We already have a number

of ladies and several men who have

volunteered for that job, but we still
need more volunteers; remember we

will have 8 coaches a day, travelling
to different locations and the more
volunteers we have the more we can

spread the workload.
We have several ladies who

have offered to make sandwiches at

the various locations at which
sandwiches are needed. I have 5

offers to help with handling the
registration packages and handing
them out to our visitors on the
Wednesday. Ted Brown and Paul

Bellamy are in charge of sorting out

the Play and Display 'workshops', so

if you are interested in taking part
please speak to Ted or Paul.
Insurance cover for the weekend
is important and our President
Christopher Proudfoot and Paul are

ananging the necessary cover for us.

There are numerous 'little jobs'

outstanding for which we still
require more people to help. For
example: Do you have a comPuter?

If so would you be willing to helP

produce Name Badges for us, or
Name Place Cards for our Dinners,
or cards for the trips that PeoPle
have chosen to go on. If so, please

phone me and let me know. There

are many more jobs for which we

need help and I will list these in
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more detail in the next Journal.
I will also publish the response we
have had up to that date, and any
areas in which we may still be
seeking help.

Cost seems to be a concern for a

number of our members and I will
reassure you that I am doing my
utmost to keep all the costs down.
However, please remember that this
a full 4 day event with people
arriving on Wednesday evening
ready for an early start 9am
Thursday 24th and finishing on
Bank Holiday Monday 29th after
breakfast. It is not the usual Friday
night to Sunday lunch time so it will
obviously be more expensive. Also,
the Holiday Inn is offering special
rates to those who would like to
stay on for a few days after the
meeting has finished.

We could not restrict this
meeting to only 2 days as we are
expecting up to 400 people to
attend. This is a good opportunity
to tell everybody now, so they not
only are aware of the dates to put in
their diaries but to look upon it also
as a holiday, not just for the
collectors or restorers, but for their
partners as well. You will all have
the chance of meeting and chatting
to people from overseas with the
strong possibility of making
new friends.

If you have an interest in
helping with any job, and there are

many more than just those listed
above, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Daphne Ladell

Lake District Meeting -
September 2003
Our Autumn meeting was something
of a departure from our usual style.
Arthur Cunliffe had planned a week-
long meeting culminating in the
weekend format. Each evening from
Monday to Thursday presentations
were given by members of
interesting or unusual instruments.
Around 40 members took the
opportrrnity of combining a week in
the Lake District with delightful
sounds every evening with a total of
almost 60 at the weekend.

On the Wednesday, most
members travelled to Coniston for a
trip on the fully restored steam-
powered boat 'Gondola'. Whilst
some sat in the sumptuous salon and

enjoyed the quiet power of steam,

Gondola's golden fi gurehead

others gathered around the engine
room to discuss the finer points of
the beautifully restored double-
acting, vee twin engine and its

associated boiler - all gleaming with
polished brass and copper.

Friday evening saw members
gathered around the Sales Table
amid the usual discussions on
mechanical music. Saturday moming
kicked off with Arthur Cunliffe
playing three delightful overture
boxes - a Bremond 6-air. a kcoultre
4-air and a Nicole 3-air.

This was followed by the double-
act of Ted Brown and Nicholas
Simons on the subject of Organettes.
Although many of the instruments
have been seen before it is always a
pleasure to hear them again,
especially as these instruments are in
such fine condition. Also the humour
which these two members bring to
the presentation makes for a

particularly enjoyable session.

On Saturday aftemoon we went
to the Steamboat Museum in
Windermere for a guided tour. The
wonderfrrl contrast of polished brass

on mahogany hulls is a delight to
the eve.

Condola steams awav

Nicholas Simons
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It's in there somewhere - looking for the Lost

Chord perhaps?

l've got my fingers stuck - Ted in trouble
again!

Sunday morning brought more
cylinder boxes of exceptional
quality. Among these was a 6-air
Paillard mandolin piccolo box with
one air entitled 'Cascade of Pearls' -
a truly magical sound to end
the session.

All too soon the meeting was
over and it was time to head for
home, looking forward to our next
meeting in Canterbury.

Our thanks go to Arthur
Cunliffe for another successful
meeting in outstanding
surroundings.

Spring 2004 Meeting -
May 7th to 9th, The Abbots
Barton Hotel, Canterbury.
This meeting was organised by the
late Brian Campsie. Our hosts for
Saturday the 8th are Jack and
Rosemary Henley at their beautiful
home in the Weald of Kent. Jack,
a long time member, has an
exceptional collection, not only of
mechanical music but also many
other delightful things such as his
'Toy Cupboard'. Then there are the
cars! Aston Martins and Bentlevs.
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all in hne road-going condition.
It is also Jack's 65th birthday

weekend and he wants to share this
with us. We are part of a full
weekend of celebration and thus
will be catered for at mid-day in the
marquee. This will be a cold buffet
at fl2 per person, included in the
registration fee of L22.

The Abbots Barton Hotel is
situated near to the city centre in
secluded gardens with ample
parking space.

The cost is f56 per person per
night including full breakfast and
dinner for twin-bedded or double
accommodation. There is a

supplement for single occupancy.
There will be an additional f5.00
for the Society Dinner on Saturday
night. For non-residents, the Society
Dinner cost is f20.

Booking arrangements:
These must be made through the
Meetings Secretary, using the
enclosed Registration and Booking
form and not directly with the hotel.
Maps and further details will be
despatched after receipt of your
registration form and cheque.

Programm€ (to be finaliscd)
Friday
Members can book in after 12 noon.
Committee meeting - 4.30 p.m. in
one of the lounge areas. Members
to eat in the hotel restaurant.

say 7.30-8.00, making their
arrangements with Reception.

9 p.m. - Registration/table top
sale/play and display etc. in
function room.

Saturday
Breakfast at 8 a.m.
Coach departs about 9.15 for all-day
visit to Jack's private collection.

6 p.-. - Return to hotel for
Society Dinner and entertainment (to
be arranged) at 8 p.m. Raffle in aid
of the Addenbrooke Children's
cancer fund. Please offer a raffle eift.

Sunday
Breakfast from 8 a.m.
Talks from 9.30 - 12.30/1.00.
including coffee break. (Programme

to be published later).
Afternoon - depart or visit

Christopher Proudfoot's collection
of non-musical cylinder machines,
otherwise known as lawn mowers.

2004 Tour to France
and Switzerland
l2thto lfth July 2ffi4
Alan Wyatt is once again ananging
a mechanical music tour/holiday for
members and friends to France and
Swizerland. We are hoping to visit
the museums at Mirecourt. Seewen.
and the St. Croix area. The main
stay (4 nights) will be at Les Gets, a

ski resort in the French mountains
near the Swiss border between

1 9" Aristonette with decorated top.



Geneva and Chamonix for the
Street Organ Festival event. Good
hotels, air conditioned coach,
Dover/Calais crossing, departing

Landbeach 7.l5am.
To ensure top quality hotels,

reservations have been made, so
deposits needed early on this

occasion - by Nov. lOth please.
A Booking Form is enclosed.

Don't delay - this one is bound
tofill up quickly! |

Arthur Cunliffe listens to a overture box...

... and shows the inlaid lid. Lecoultre overture box.

Chonctonbury kn7
The vision of an impressive thirty-
two inch wide cylinder box whetted
the mechanical music appetite of
visitors arriving for the August
meeting of the Chanctonbury Ring
group. The attraction for Roland
Fisher to buy this large six-air
Helvetia was that it had been
constructed at the Junod Saint Croix
factory, by his grandfather. The box
is believed to date from around
1890. This family history offset the
fact that a previous owner had made
major (but crude) modifications,
converting the instrument to coin
operation. At the point of purchase,
the mechanism contained several
Danish coins - possibly a peace
offering for the otherwise generally
sorry state of the box! After much
restoration and reversion work,
Roland decided to retain the large
winding handle which protrudes

from one end, in typical disc-box
style. Prior to hearing the musical
content of the box, Anthony Bullied
supported Roland's presentation
with many details of the Junod
family genealogy and tbe geography
of the area in which they operated.

In marked contrast, Brian
Chapman followed with details of a
major reconstruction of an old
twenty-six-note reed barrel organ.
When Brian acquired this, it had
been little more than the leftovers of
a serious woodworm banquet. Let
us hope that the greed of those
insects gave them as many
headaches as they created for Brian
throughout his rebuilding work! The
organ sounded fine, despite the
unkind atmospheric conditions
(very high temperatures and
humidity) in which it was operating.
It was interesting to see the variable

height pinning ofthe barrel, pins for
the fast repetition notes being set
lower, to limit the lift of the pallets
and assist in their fast operation.

The afternoon was devoted
mainly to tunes of the music halls
with all the old favourites receiving
an airing on a wide variety of
instruments. Those who stayed the
course through the ever-increasing
temperatures were treated to a

wonderful display of Paul Baker's
sheet music scores of Music Hall
melodies, many in full colour and
all with such attractive designs.

Our sincere thanks go to all who
made another successful meeting.

The next meeting at The Old
School, Bucks Green, will be the
Christmas Open Day that is to be
held on Saturday 29th November.
As usual, please talk to Ted Brown
if you wish to take part. I
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Members of the 'Flying Pig' tour with organisers Bob & Diana Yates (front left) and Ted & Kay Brown their hosts (front right).

MBSI Members Visit
MBSGB members were hosts to the
6th 'Flying Pig' tour made by
American members of the MBSI and

MBSGB at the end of September and

beginning of October. Respectively,
Nicholas and Eileen Simons, Roy and

Mary Ison, Don and Dorothy
Robinson, Alan and Daphne Wyatt
and Ted and Kay Brown opened their
collections and entertained about 30

Americans at venues all over the South

East of England and the Midlands.
The weather was extremely kind

throughout the whole tour which
finished when they returned to
America on the 6th October.
Fair organs, street organs, steam
locomotives, organettes and musical
boxes were seen in abundance.

Having been entertained, fed and

watered at each location, the group's

last call was at Bucks Green in Sussex

where, starting with Alexander's
Ragtime Band on a street barrel piano

and finishing with American Fantasy

on an orchestrelle, they went home

appearing tired but happy.

Our thanks go to all the above
members, and to Keith and
Richard, Ken and Pauline, Brian
and Joan - a thank you from the
Chanctonbury Ring.

Mr. Bill Walker
Sadly, we report that Mr. Bill
Walker, Trustee and founding
chairman of the St. Albans
Musical Museum Society
(SAMMS), has recently died after
a long illness.

During his 25 years as

chairman Bill gave a tremendous
amount of his time to the Society
and oversaw the installations of

the Wurlitzer and Spurden-Rutt
theatre pipe organs. Bill operated
his own organ business from his
St. Albans home where he built
and modified electronic organs
and also maintained several pipe
organ installations in churches and
even pnsons.

Bill was also a good sound
engineer and produced professional
recordings of many top theatre

organists over the years as well as

countless recordings of mechanical

dance and fairground organs. Due

to failing health, Bill relinquished
his post as Chairman earlier this
year to Mr. Keith Pinner but still
attended the Museum whenever he

felt well enough to do so.

The MBSGB held several
meetings at the Museum including
a recent AGM. I

V{TMAN gets
everyrvhere!
kt 1994 an unsuspecting organ
grinder,,from Leeuwarden was set
upon by the Dutch tax arittrorities,
which tried to ensnare him and his
monkey companion in a vicious
fiscal web.

The authorities ruled that Mr.
Tolsa and his simian friend were

supplying a taxable $ervice to
passers-by with the jolly tunes they
ground out. It followed, said the
Dutch government, that the pair's
takings were liable for VAT, the
charge on any business that
supplies goods or services.

Mr. Tolsa and his monkey were
having none of it. They challenged
the decision. Eventually, they took

it alf the way to the European Court
of Justice; where they won an

historic victory. The court ruled that
there was no direct link between the
service provided and the payment
received, meaning Mr. Tolsa could
continue grinding away in VAT-
free bliss.

This item appeared in the
Daily Telegraph May 20 2003.a
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#tr?sv$
, usud furrel &Iano

by Kevin MEIhone

fftne Pianovo is an unusual

I coin operated Barrel
I- Piano, possibly made by

Poppers. I only know of three
examples of this make and all are
slightly different models. One was
described in a long article by
Hendrick Strengers in a Dutch
magazine in 1986, another has
just joined my own collection and
a third example is in a private
collection in England.

Two examples are simply a Piano
and the other has the addition of a

Xylophone plus percussion.
The mechanisms are rather

unusual in that there is a full
normal piano action with
dampers, half-blow and proper
whippens and jacks like a normal
piano. The Dampers and the Half-
Blow are both worked from tracks
on the barrel.

There is also a Mandolin Rail
operated by two keys (presumably
because a high force is needed to
switch this on quickly) with the
usual leather straps with metal
pins dropped between the hammer
and the strings to give the
characteristic sound. In this
example only the top 22 notes are
'Mandolin', the others have a felt
strip. There is, however, a second
rail which may be dropped into
position instead which just has a
layer of thick felt to quieten down
the sound . I can only presume
this was used later in the evening
in the cafe or bar to reduce the
sound or simply to vary the tone.
These two 'rails' are shown (Fig
1) and are clearly labelled by the
maker as 'Mandolin' and
'Gedampftes Spiel' respectively.

The barrels are unusual in
several ways. They have only five
tunes pinned on them, and they
are designed to be changed very
quickly and easily. The front
casework of the piano has to be
unlocked, the front panel is
removed and then a long lever at
the right hand end of the

Fig. 1. Mandolin & 'quiet' rail.

Fig. 2. Left hand end of barrel.

FiB. 3. Right hand end of barrel showing program number.
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Fig. 4. Barrel with 30 years of dirt on it.

Fig. 5. Clockwork drive motor at front which is unusual.

Fig. 6. Top part of the mechanism seen as my father lends a hand, as usual, with removals.

Pianovo - an unusual barrel piano

keyframe may be raised. This
releases the barrel which is slid
about half an inch to the right and
is then pulled horizontally
forwards out of the piano, the
whole movement taking a few
seconds. The barrel has raised
metal ends which protect the pins
from being bent if the barrel is
laid down on the floor (Fig 3

shows the right hand end of the
barrel). Notice there are finger
holes in both ends of the barrel to
enable a smooth and speedy
removal. The left hand end (Fig
2) is the driven end and the barrel
simply pushes over a driven bar
and a slot into which a pin from
the motor engages. The lever is
dropped and the replacement
barrel is now ready for playing.
The barrels have some numbers
stamped on the ends of them,
Fig 3 shows a large number 60
and a small number 0437. One of
these numbers must identify the
selection of tunes on the mass
produced barrel (Fig 4). The
clockwork motor is at the left-
hand end but at the front of the
instrument (Fig 5). You can see
the drive pin and bar which the
barrel slides onto at the bottom
right. There is also a selector to
choose the number of plays for
the coin inserted. This example
uses a German l0 Pfenning piece
and only has a coin slot at the
left-hand end. The winding handle
turns in the'continental' direction

One of these

numbers must

identify the

selection of
tunes on the

mass produced

barrel

Fig. 7. Complete instrument front assembled
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Pianovo - an unusual borrel piano

which often leads to confusion
and the handle being unwound
ln elTor.

Even the tune changing
mechanism is a little unusual in
that the five tunes start at the left
with number one and the barrel
moves one track to the right each

time the tune is changed. When
you get to tune five you have to
come back in reverse 4,3,2,1 .

On most barrel pianos the first
tune can be played after the
highest numbered tune and the
barrel moves right on the odd
number tunes and back to the left
on the even number tunes.

Notice also that the key tails
are actually screwed into position
and are therefore individually
adjustable to compensate for high
usage and also easy to replace in
case of breakage. In the centre of
the keyframe can be seen two
round wheels which are the way
that the half-blow and dampers
are operated from the barrel. The
wheel rides along the top of a

long row of pins causing the
chosen register to be engaged.

There is a full iron frame to
the piano but a very strange
tuning scale. For example, notice
that there is one octave with only
two notes in it - that really gets

the piano tuner to concentrate.
The barrel is wrapped in a

metal (possibly zinc) sheet and is
pinned like the cob roller organ
with rows of individual pins
rather than long bridges. There
are some very long lines of pins
used for the dampers and
percussion track controls which
can clearly be seen in the centre
of Fig. 4 amongst 30 years
accumulation of dust before
restoration. All barrels have the
percussion tracks pinned on them,
even if used on an instrument
which is without the added
percussion.

A general view of the top part
of the mechanism is given in Fig
6 and this shows another unusual
part of the mechanism, a rotating
metal roller which transmits the
movement of the keys to the
hammer tails using a 'kicking-
shoe' action like some of the
early the Hupfeld and Pianotist
piano playing mechanisms. The
metal roller is driven by a two

Fig. 8. Top part of front with new material behind fretWork.

Fig. 9. Close-up of name and coloured glass surrounding the mirror.

...there is one

octave with only

two notes in it -

that really gets

the piano tuner

to concentrate.

Fig. 10. Larger model stores spare barrels in the bottom.
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rather long metal chains similar to
that used on the transmission of a

player piano from roll motor to
spool box. My father is looking
particularly pleased with himself
as when we unloaded the piano he
had the 'lightweight' end without
the heavy clockwork motor.

The last three photographs
show the a general view of the
front of the piano and details of
the front which includes material
at either side to let and the sound
and a central mirror surrounded
by coloured glass.

Reading from the left, the
keys functions are as follows:-

The tunes on the two barrels
which I have are mostly unknown
continental tunes, although one
barrel, labelled as 'poor tunes'
actually has "I'm Forever
Blowing Bubbles" on it.

I would like to hear from
anyone if you know of other
examples, particularly if you have
an original tune sheet to identify
the tunes played. I

Kevin McElhone

To contact Kevin:-
Telephone 01536 523988
or Email:
ke vinmc e I ho ne @ s up e rn e t.c o m

I

2

3- t9

Triangle

Sustain register

(notes)CDFGA
GHCDEFF#G
AA#HC

Half-blow register

Xylophone register

(notes)C#DEFF#
GAA#HCC#D
EFF#GA

Celeste register

Bass Drum + Cymbal

Reiterating Side Drum

2l

22

23- 39

40

4l

42

Pianovo - on unusuol barrel piano

taqge model with added percussion & Xylophone.

Fig.12. Closeupshowingthedrivechainattheleftforthekickingshoerollerandthecoinslot.
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by ?eter Howard
igure L shows the damaged
limb of a cruciform
decoration along the top of

a chamber barrel organ side
panel. The missing piece had been
lost so a new part had to be
grafted on. The methods and
sequence form the subject of
this article.

Firstly, the rough surface of the
break was planed smooth and
straight using a small plane, which
is easily held in the palm of one
hand. To my mind the normal two-
handed smoothing plane is too
cumbersome and I cannot keep it
steady on ajob ofthis sort. Figure 2
shows the result.

A suitable piece of mahogany
was selected for the replacement.
It was cut with the grain in the
correct direction so as to merge
unobtrusively with its neighbour on
the main panel. This new piece was
finished a few thousandths of an
inch thicker than the damaged
panel. Two cheeks of MDF were
then prepared for use as bridges,
aligning the two pieces of wood
whilst being glued together.

A trial run, clamped to the
replacement piece of wood, is
illustrated by Figure 3. For later
identification I shall call this dry
sub-assembly 'the stirrup'. In the
glued final assembly, kitchen foil
was interleaved as a barrier to the
MDF, stopping unwanted adhesion
and the first G clamp was applied to
form the dry stimrp.

After application of glue to the
surfaces to be joined, the stirrup
sub-assembly was rubbed back and
forth, with increasing pressure, over
the prepared joint face of the panel.
The slight extra new-part thickness
allowed this motion to take place.
This action squeezes surplus glue
out of the joint and increases the
strength of the end result.

Keeping the pressure on, a

second G clamp was tightened over
the two pieces of MDF, in the area

of the original panel. I now had a

In the glued

final assembly,

kitchenfoil was

interleaved as a

barrier

1.t B

sin 6.

- Kepairs to a charnber barrel orBon

Fig.2.

Fig. 1

Fig. 3.



rigid and secure arrangement whilst
the glue dried. See Figure 4.

When dry, the clamps were
removed, the redundant MDF was
discarded, and the cruciform shape
was fashioned. The slight extra
thickness of the new part was gently
sanded down to merge in.

Figure 5 is my last photograph
so I leave you to imagine the end
result, after staining and polishing.

On the subject of glue, I would
normally advocate using the same
sort as had been used during
original manufacture. In this case
I bent my normally strict rule
because, to my mind, this is not
original manufacture. This had not
been a joint in the first place. It
had been an accident! All I am
doing is to recreate a solid piece
of timber. I have therefore used

Cross in the Workshop

Cascamite-One-Shot glue.
In closing I relate a comment

from an old craftsman to my
father when he was learning the
cabinet making trade. "Its not the
glue you put in the joint what
makes it stick lad, its that what
you rubs out before it sets." Hence
the rubbing action described
above. Get that wood as close
together as possible! !

FiB.4.

" lt's not the glue

you put in the

joint what makes

it stick lad, it's
that whet you

rubs out before

it sets."

Fig. s.
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A l/ovice's Adventures

by Gordon Bartlet

il lJy affair with the world
ll/ I of organettes was quite

I Y lunplanned and started
at the 2O02 Society AGM at St
Albans. At the auction my eye
rested on a sad-looking organette,
reportedly complete, but hardly
able to utter a faint groan and
clearly in urgent need of some
TLC. My bid was successful. Had
I bought a lemon? It was, after
all, bought on impulse. I also
bought the excellent Organette
book by Kevin McElhone and
learnt that my Atlas was an
Amorette made under licence in
France and was the 24 note model
in the middle of the range. Not too
complex for amateur restoration,
but with 24 notes capable of a
satisfying performance. Fig. f .

It plays 12" diameter metal discs
with projections underneath which
depress metal keys connected to
pads. These open to allow air to
pass through a bank of reeds.
Pressure is generated by a pair of
bellows pumping into a pressure
reservoir. This 12" size turned out
to be ideal for later developments in
my new-found interest, as you
will see.

The leather valves, bellows and
pressure reservoir needed a

complete rebuild, Fig.2. I am

fortunate in living near Yeovil
which was the centre of a glove
making industry until helicopters
proved more profitable. The
remnants of glove making still
remain, however, and have proved
a useful and cheap source of fine
leather offcuts, ideal for the valves
and corners of the bellows. Ted
Brown's renovation chapter in
Kevin's book came in most useful
here. One small problem with the
bellows was that the hinged
wooden pieces were badly warped.
Rather than replace them I decided
to pull them into shape with light
steel channels, thus keeping the
original material. This has proved
totally successful and the channels

Atlas or8anette

cannot be seen in normal operation.
A more serious problem was a

bent drive shaft, probably caused
by the instrument being dropped
onto its handle many years ago.
The moral here is to remove the
handle for transport (but not to
forget it if you intend to give a

demonstration!). This shaft extends
from the front of the box to the
back where it operates the bellows
via a crank. At mid point it carries a

worm wheel driving a large gear
wheel mounted on the vertical disc
shaft, Fig. 3. The bent drive shaft
caused the worm to come into and

out of engagement with each turn
of the handle, resulting in the disc

rotating in fits and starts.
Straightening the shaft was no cure
as the worm, after many years
rotating off centre, had worn
unevenly. Even with a straightened
shaft the disc rotated unevenly.

,. ':r:.:::::: -.':: t:il:_...

At the auction

ntl e)|e reslea on

a satt-Looking

organette,

reportedly

complete, but

hardll,uhle to

ufter u faint
Sroan

Fig.2. An underside view
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A Novice's Adventures with on Oroonette

The only solution was a new worm.
I am lucky in having a small
workshop with a Myford lathe, in
fact my interest in mechanical
music nicely combines my love of
music plus a passion for anything
mechanical. I calculated the tooth
pitch at l0 per inch and got to work
on a piece of brass rod. Things did
not look right however. Closer
inspection revealed that the worm
should have a left hand thread! Not
wanting to have my discs rotating
anti-clockwise I started again and
with the tool reset and the
leadscrew reversed a new worm
was produced and fitted. The reed
block proved to be alright, so I now
had a fully functioning Atlas with a

selection of discs.
Cosmetically there was not a lot

to do apart from woodworm
treatment and retouching the
gold lining and the "ATLAS
ORGANETTE" transfer, Fig. 4.
The lining was brought back to life
by going over with a gold Pentel
Kl08 Hybrid roller pen. This could
easily be run along a straight edge

or could follow the depressions
made by the original lining in the
fancy bits. Heeding Ted Brown's
advice to resist any temptation to
improve anything, I restored this
transfer in the drunken manner in
which it had been originally
applied, again using the roller pen.
On the subject of woodworm
treatment I have learnt the hard way
that spray applied Cuprinol plays
havoc with leather valves. leaving
them sadly limp. The lesson seems
to be woodworm treatment as the
very first operation.

At this point I wondered how
easy it would be to extend the
repertoire by making some original
discs with tunes of my choice.
0.5mm aluminium sheet proved
easier to obtain than the original
zinc, so I cut out. with tin snips.
some oversize blanks with a central
pivot hole plus two drive holes.
About a dozen were mounted on a

central shaft in the milling machine
chuck. sandwiched between a pair
of 12" diameter wooden discs to
ensure that the thin aluminium
rem a ined flat wh il st be ing
machined to size, Fig. 5. I used my
milling machine as a sort of
vertical lathe, my Myford being
incapable of the required 6" throw.

.. J have learnl
the hard way

Ihat sprQy

applied

Cuprinol plays

havoc with

leother valves. .

ltl

Fig. 3. The worm gear.

runken transfer.

Fig. 5. Turning the discs.
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A Novice's Adventures with an Organette

The cutting tool was mounted on a
vertical slide fixed to the table,
giving vertical and horizontal
controlled movement. This is
where the 12" diameter became
critical, as it just fitted within the
milling machine's throat: another
reason to consider my 24 note
Atlas a very lucky buy. Although
this procedure looks a shade
hazardous I would emphasise that
the chuck was firmly secured by a

draw bar through the spindle and
the disc was rotated at the
minimum speed available.

The method of turning discs in a
milling machine is potentially
hazardous and should not be
attempted by anyone without
conside rable machin i ng exper ie nc e.

Editor
Next came the selection of

suitable tunes and arranging them
to achieve a playing time of around
40 seconds. Tunes with a quick
repetition of notes were avoided.
However nice these sound on a

music box, this type of organette,
to my mind, performs best with
lilting melodies. Steven Foster's
"Beautiful Dreamer" seemed a

good start. It may, as far as I know,
have been available as an original
Atlas or Amorette disc. If so I
would be most interested to
compare this with my version.
Other tunes included an attempt to
raise the ghost of Marlene Dietrich
(or maybe cause her to turn in her
grave) with a version of "Falling in
Love Again". Also Lennon and
McCartney's "Yesterday" and that
old protest number "Where Have
All the Flowers Gone?"

Would-be arrangers may find
John Smith's book " Making
Mechanical Music" useful. This
publication was reviewed in MB
Vol20 No5. Editor

Now for punching discs from
the blanks. Reading the article in
the Spring 2003 Music Box,
concerning computer generated and
volume produced cobs for the Gem
organette makes me feel extremely
humble. My methods are strictly
steam age. 24 concentric circles
are drawn on paper, spaced as per

the Atlas keys, Fig. 6. This is
divided dartboard fashion with
radial lines into the number of bars

to be played, plus a blank section
at the start. Then the melodv plus

whatever harmony is available
from the limited range of notes is
marked in felt tip pen, transcribed
into whatever key appears suitable.
The tuning scale seems to favour C
or G although a total absence of C#

or G# makes life difficult
and excludes more ambitious
harmonies. An attempt at Duke
Ellington's "Mood Indigo" failed
on this account, although Duke's

"Solitude" proved more successful.
The paper disc is stuck onto an

aluminium blank which is mounted
once again in the milling machine,
but this time singly and on the table,
providing controlled sideways
movement. The hole in the centre of
the disc is located on a vertical pin
which remains fixed to the table for
the whole operation but allows the

disc to be rotated manually. Strange

Fig. 7. The die and punch.
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how the milling machine has twice
come into use, but neither time for its
intended purpose, Fig. 7. A chisel
shaped punch, 0.060" x 0.080"
ground from tool steel, is mounted in
the chuck (which does not, of cause,

rotate) and centred over a steel die
block. This has a square hole 0.080"
x 0.080" and is bolted to the table, in
the same T slot as the pin. The circle
representing the outermost note is
located under the punch. Then the
downward feed of the punch into the

die block creates a tab in the
aluminium within the 0.020"
clearance. There is also a slot in the
die block in line with these tabs to
allow the disc to be rotated where
extended tabs are needed for
sustained notes. To complete the
outer note a 360 degree rotation of
the disc is made by hand, punching
wherever necessary. Then the table
plus the disc on its pivot pin is
indexed sideways for the next note,
i.e. moved a controlled amount by
the index wheel equal to the spacing
of the keys. The die block must be

relocated as it will no longer be
under the punch, Fig. 8. The process

is repeated a total of 24 times until
all the required notes have been
stamped out.

This is where I made a most
useful discovery. I expected to
require a series of 24 individual
readings on my index wheel to move
the disc into position for each note.
All would be subject to error. Now,
my machine reads in Imperial and,
would you believe it, my German
designed, French made organette has

keys pitched at exactly 6 to the inch!
The disc diameter of exactly 12"
should have provided a clue that the

machine had been built to Imperial
dimensions. Was this common
practice? How things change! Due to
this fortunate fact it was necessary
merely to stafi at zero, index forward
0.167" for the next note, then another
0.167", and forward to zero again.
Hence every third note is correctly
spaced with the index wheel on zero
and the others will be no more than a
thou or so out. The most critical thing
is to start at the right point for the
first note.

On completion the paper is
removed. Then the tabs are given a
light fettling with a small abrasive
cylinder on a miniature electric drill
to remove any rough edges and

corners. These largely result from
the aluminium stretching as it is
deformed. Then dry transfers are
applied for the tune title and start
point. Atlas and Amorette discs carry
the clumsy "The Beginning, instead

of just "Start". It seems more
authentic to follow this practice
despite quickly running out of n's.
Luckily h's and m's can be adapted
to suit. Finally both surfaces of the
disc are given a coat of spray-applied
clear lacquer, Fig. 1 1 .

I hope that the illustrations show

the various operations better than I
can describe in words. It is reallv

A Novice's Adventures with an Organette

most satisfying to bring an ingenious
piece of musical Victoriana into life.
Giving it, in addition, contemporary
tunes to play is a bit like an aged

relative unexpectedly bursting into
song with some Beatles hit. Maybe
organettes do not have the strict
precision of a music box, but I can
heartily recommend them as a

relatively cheap entry into
mechanical music. I now have three
more lining up for rebuilds, and with
Kevin's superb book as a guide it has

become relatively easy for a novice
to identify and restore these
fascinating instruments. I
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Fig. 1 0. Close up of underside of disc.

Fig. 1 1. The finished disc.
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not _forBotten
bv Peter Murrav

hilst working in
Hollandlmetafellow
member of the Musical

Box Society, Hendrik Strengers,
and his wife Tonnie, and spent
some pleasant times on
mechanical music. Hendrik asked
if, on returning to England, I
could find and photograph the
grave of Daniel Imhof, known to
have died in Croydon. Imhof was,
of course, one half of the famous
Imhof and Muckle partnership.

My wife contacted the cemeteries
office in Croydon who were most
helpful and confirmed Daniel Imhof
was buried with his wife in a family
grave at tbe Queen's Road
Cemetery, grave no. 30884. We said
we would like to visit the grave and
we were sent two maps giving the
section locations, and plot no.
locations, and told a marker
highlighting the grave would be
placed for our visit. On arrival, the
reason for this became apparent. The
grave site is in the centre of five
unmarked graves, just grass. The
marker was a wooden stake in the
open area, which we found rather sad

not to have any identification. We
later confirmed that no headstone
had ever been placed on the grave.

Our thoughts were then perhaps
we could start a trust fund to have a

plaque or headstone placed on the
grave. We have received our first
donation from Holland and a Bank
Trust Fund account will be opened.

The registered owner of the
grave is Anna Elisabeth Imhof who
is now buried in the grave. Before
any additions to the grave can be
made a living relative must register
as owner in order to give
permission. This is a paper exercise
with no cost involved and we have
been able to contact one of two of
his great-grandsons living in the UK
who, in principle, is prepared to take
over the ownership ofthe grave. The
necessary documents have been sent

to him for completion. A suggested

text would be:

In memory of Daniel Imhof
Orchestrion Builder, 25. 03j825
Unterspitzenbach - 26.05.1900
Croydon.

Anna Elisabeth Imhof (Fackler)
16.10.1824 - 12.10.1908 Croydon.

Additional information gathered:-
Daniel Imhof height 6ft.7ins.

Long coffin. Home rented until
death, l2l Edridge Road, Croydon.
This still exists in a short road of
large semi-detached houses.

His wife moved to Fell Road
which is now an elevated motorway.
The funeral directors were Ebbuts of
Croydon, 89 High Street, which still
exist. They were very helpful in
giving me access to a Iarge leather
bound ledger which they had found
rather dusty in their "dark spooky
basement" with details as follows (all

handwritten):-
Buried 29th May 1900.

Ledger 1899-1902, page I 80

Grave No. 30884,9ft deep.

l2l Edridge Road
Wife Anna

Oak cofhn with chamfered lid
4 pair brass handles

Brass inscription plate
Lined with flannel h-rfted mattress

Satin trimmed side sheets

Ruffle pillow
Funeral car
2 Broughms pair
7 aftendants including
coucher with black gloves f 14.0.0d.

Cemetery fees
(including grave digger) f 10.3.6d.

Registrars fee 1.0d.

I burial certificate add I&M 3.7d.
Total f24.8.ld.

Hendrik has contacted some
people in Germany and, with the
Netherlands Mechanical Organ
Society (Kring Van Draaiorgel-
vrienden) they are willing to donate
money towards a memorial stone.

We can make other contacts as

soon as ownership for the grave has

been arranged.

Any further thoughts or
information would be appreciated.

Daniel lmhof - Dicture circa 1896.
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Dip into Archive
There are several fine mystery
musical boxes concealed in the
MBSGB archives. One of special
interest is on page 272 of Vol.7,
Autumn 1976. Its serial number is
4826 and I now introduce it again,
under the heading of its maker.

Henri Joseph Lecoultre-
Dupemrt,Geneva, l84l - 1851.

Records of boxes made by
Henri Joseph Lecoultre are very
scarce, as noted for "Line Y" on the
kcoultre dating chart. However, in
1841, during his partnership with
Granger, he married Aline
Duperrut. As was customary, he
then included his wife's family
name and operated as Joseph
Lecoultre-Duperrut, Geneva. This
has recently led to several of his
boxes being identified.

These boxes look like other
typical 1840s key-winds, with their
polished brass bedplates and snug
fit in their cases, but they differ by
having blued comb screws without
washers, and hooked comb teeth.
Those playing forte piano do so by
means of long and short cylinder
pins, with weights on their
governor wings. Those with multi
cylinders are fitted with their own
type of rechange mechanism. In
about 1847 Henri Lecoultre
introduced an additional comb
refinement by raking the tips
upwards - presumably to allow
even more dwell of cylinder pins on
dampers than already provided by
hooked teeth.

Fig. 1 . Top part of serial 4490 tune sheet which lists the fifteen tunes in one column. The
forte piano effect was often called Expressifs or Expression. Photo thanks to Christie's South
Kensington. Fits. 2 to 1 4 thanks to Patrick Mccrossan.

Here are four, in serial number
order as stamped on their brass
bedplates....

Serial 4490, bedplate stamped
Jph. Lecoultre-Dupemrt i Gendve.
Forte piano, mandoline, rechange,
with five 3-air 13" cylinders, 225
comb teeth. See Fig. l.

Serial 4590, forte piano, 13"
4-air cylinder, 188 teeth, raked tips.

Serial 4614, bedplate badly
stamped with only DUPERRUT
legible. Mandoline forte piano, 13"
4-air cylinder, 188 teeth, raked tips.

Seriaf 4826, rechange, twelve
ll" 4-air cylinders, 15l teeth,
raked tips.

There is no name stamped on
serial 4826 bedplate, but it is certainly
by ttre same maker. All four have the
frst tune on dots and track lines, and

three have the raked tooth tips, which
is extremely rare and reported only

from this maker. Their typical snug
layout is shown for serial 4826 in Fig.
2. Ttre case size is 19 by Ai' @8 by
lTcum). The cylinder changing
apparatus requires very little
additional case length, but it leaves no
room forthe instant stop contrrol.

The procedure for changing a

cylinder is indicated on the
movement, as partly shown in Fig. 3.

The mechanism, dating from about
1839, is fairly complex. It was based

on retaining the standard cylinder box
layout which was not easy. The blank
numbers were conventionally applied,
here I for the cylinder and 2 for the
spring as seen in Fig.4.

Serial 4826 came with twelve
cylinden, housed when not in use in
two boxes of six, see Fig. 5. The
serial number is stam@ on the great

wheel which came with each cylinder,
alongside its cylinder number, Fig.6.

Those playing

forte piano do

so by means of
long and short

cylinder pins. . .

Fig. 2. Lecoultre-Duperrut serial 21826, Rechange, with 1 1 " cylinder, 1 51 teeth. The knurled knobs B are behind the two cylinder bearings.
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Bulleid

The comb has a third dowel at
back centre and is fxed by eight blued
screws without washers. There are

l5l teeth, three of which have been

added together with their extra piece

of comb base. All pitch changes are

marked and the Sol Fa notation is
stamped on, with semi tones left
blank, see Fig. 9. Unusually for the
late-184Os. the comb has hooked teettr

and also a device which is probably
unique to Henri I-ecoultre: the tips of
the teeth in the bass half of the comb
are raked upwards. Then to put the
tips in line with the rest of the comb
their teeth are bent downwards from
behind the leads see Fig. 10. This
rather elaborate double bending was
skilfully done, leaving all tooth tips
straight in line. The most likely reason

for this complication is that it permits

even longer contact between pin and

damper than already provided by
hooked teeth.

The 44OHz a teeth are nos. 28, 29

and 30 from the bass end. There are

several groups of up to five teeth
tuned to the same pitch allowing
some good mandoline effects, but it is
not a mandoline box. That word on

an l84os tune sheet denoted "proper"
mandoline, needing groups up to
eight teeth, which is now often
referred to as super- mandoline.

There is nothing outstanding
about the tune arrangements or the
musical quality, but they are
extremely satisfactory on the six
surviving cylinders. A cool 24
enjoyable tunes! The treble parts are

excellent, but play is a bit dull at the
bass end which some would say is
typically Lecoultre. The whole
family were noted for quality combs,
and always made their own.

Fig. 6. Great wheel of cylinder no. 12 with its

number stamoed beside the serial number.
The outer edge of the stop arm pin track is

removed to allow free passage of the pin
away from the wheel during cylinder change.

Fig. 3. The dial plate, screwed to the case
front, showing lever A near point Y for "stop
for change of cylinder." That locks the spring
barrel. When turned to ooint Z it frees the
spring and applies a locking bar to the bearing
covers, see Fig.12.

The gamme number 892 is
scribed on the bass end of everv
cylinder, Fig. 7.

There are no craft marks. and the

only foundry mark is Jean Billon's JB
on the comb base.

The 11" (28cum) cylinders are, as

usual, 24 lignes diameter =
2.l3inches. They are pinned at 0.1
inch per second so tunes last a good
minute. The pins are raked. Each
cylinder has its four tune titles,
sometimes abbreviated, stamped on it.
They start at 2T' fton the tneble end

and are positioned for reading when
the cylinder is at tune end,
see Fie.8.

Unusually for
the late-L840s,

the comb has

hooked teeth.. .

Fig. 4. Blank no. 2 on spring bearing, and on bedplate edge with no.'l for the cylinder.

Fig. 5. Cylinders from the upper berth, posed on top of their grained case. These six are
numbered 7 ro 12. "Oh where, oh where can the other six be?"
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Regarding the cylinder changing
mechanism, it has to be remembered
that menial tasks were just not done
by the classes who could afford these

luxury boxes. They would ring for a

servant to wind a cartel box, and the
winding of their clocks was usually
done weekly by a local clock maker.
I doubt if they would even think of
changing a cylinder themselves.
Langdorff serial615T made in 1851,
Rechange with 4 cylinders, carried a
record of cylinder changes,
obviously outsourced.

Cylinder changing
Instructions (hand written, as usual
at that period) were included with

Fig. 7. Camme number 892 scribed on every
cylinder. The flat on the end of the arbor
ensures the correct orientation of the rylinder.

each box. The mechanism was
described in our 1976 issue
mentioned above, and here is a brief
outline of the changing procedure...
(l) Lock the main spring by turning
lever A to point Y, as in Fig. 3.
(2) Turn both knurled knobs B a
quarter turn anticlockwise and
swing up the two cylinder bearing
covers C. See Figs.2,ll and12.
(3) Hold the two ends of the cylinder
arbor and carefully lift out with the
arbor ends touching their guides.

Back in 1976, serial 4826 had
somehow acquired an excessively
strong spring, and to make winding
possible a geared lever arrangment
was added. Later, a correct spring
was fitted and the contraption was
mercifully removed (as not shown
on Fig. 2, but can be seen on the
front cover of our Vol. 7 no. 7.
Autumn 1976).

Earlier Years
Similar boxes, with long and short
cylinder pins for tlre forte piano effect
and with smoothing weights on the
govemor blades, were being made by
Henri Lecoultre while he was in
pafiiership with Granger. Serial 3803
is an example in the Seewen Museum.
It has a 34cum (13.4") by 6.7cum

Fig. 8. Treble area of cylinder 12 stamped with its four tunes. The W. Iell overture is on two
turns. The top and bottom serifs of the tune titles are so uniform that they were surely stamped
while the brass sheet was flat.

Fig. 9. Pitch notation stamped, with scribed lines at each pitch change, on serial 4826 comb.
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(2.6") diameter cylinder playing four
overtures on 6 tums with 132 comb
teeth. The tune plaque is headed
Musique Expressive and the makers
are Lecoultne & Granger i Gendve.

Another similar box from the
Ircoultre and Granger partnership is

their serial number 3493, made in
1841. It plays six airs with l2%" (31

cum) cylinder. Its governor weights
are at the ends of a short shaft
mounted freely across the endless
spindle and resting on the fan blades

bracket. Its tune sheet is no. 6l
which wrongly dates it at 1836.
Sorry, that should be 1841.

David Lecoultre
The very first maker of these single-
comb forte piano boxes may well
have been David

Lecoultre. He was a watch
maker at [r Brassus in the Vall6e
de Joux where comb music was
being added to watches and
ornaments in the early 1800s. He
was an early maker of larger boxes,
probably encouraged by his
Lecoultre relatives at near-by Le
Sentier who made blanks and
combs for Geneva. By 1830 David
kcoultre was turning out about 300
cartels a year. They included
single-comb forte piano boxes like
serial 9506, Fig. 13. The governor
has three blades mounted
on a flywheel, which provides
compensation or balance when
different pin lengths cause abrupt
changes to the load on the cylinder,
- described as Rouage d Balancier
on the tune sheet, see Fig. 14. I

Fig. 10. Comb teeth detail. On the bass half
of the comb, the hooked tips are bent up and
the front half of each tooth is bent down,
leaving all tips in their original straight line.

I doubt if they

would even

think of
changing a

cylinder
themselves.



FiB. 1 1. Bass end, showing dial plate, bearint
cover C, knurled knob B, and serial 4826.

--+\'r\\t\tr.\\\W

Fig. 1 2. Treble end,with cylinder bearing cover C lifted. lts attached cam plate engages the

curved extension to the stop arm and lifts it to free the governor. When in the playing Position
the top edge of the locking bar X passes under the flat F of the cam plate to prevent the bearing

cover being lifted. The triangular arbor guide for cylinder changing is screwed to the bedplate
behind the cylinder bearing. Similar arrangements apply at the bass end.

Fig. 1 3. Serial 9505, comb stamped D LECQUTTRE, with 111" (285mm) cylinder and 1 l 2 comb teeth. Typical 1 840s key-wind mmhanism and

case except for the 3-blade flywheel governor. This one made in 1846.

,6- rr(r.
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Fig. 1 4. Expression tune sheet of serial 9506, David Lecoultre's usual design for his single-comb forte piano boxes. Tune 3 must be Wiener

Frilchteln (liftle fruits) opus 1 67 by Strauss l, 1 844. Tune 5 is from Anna Bolena by Donizetti, 1 830. The Lecoultres are not noted for their tune

sheet calligraphy or composer credits.
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The Perfect Portable
Gramophone
- Dave Cooper
New Cavendish Books
123pp.,9'1" x 8%" Landscape f 15.95

Available from Waterstones and
some branches of Past Times.

The HMV Model l0l portable
gramophone was one of a range
desigred in doublequick time in 1925
to play the new electrical recordings.
All these models fitted existing
cabinets. All were outstanding
compared to their predecessors,
particularly the l0l, which set a new
standard for portables and became a
best-seller before it was replaced by
rhe l02,in 1931.

Dave Cooper is a l0l fanatic,
and has studied all the variations in
design, colour and minor fittings
that can be found. This is not really
a 'train-spotter's' book. Though, if
you want to know exactly the
difference between two kinds of lid
catch, you could find it, but not
always easily, for the publishers
have seen to it that the coffee-table
reader can skim through and find
colour pictures of just about every
variation, each one in several
different views.

Persuaded that the l0l is not the
whole story, Dave Cooper has
added sections about the
Gramophone Company's other
portables. His relative lack of

enthusiasm for these is reflected in
the less detailed (and not always
accurate) information. but there are

some useful pictures, including
some obscure export versions.

With all its shortcomings, it is a
book that no gramophone collector
should be without, and even the
owner of a solitary HMV portable,
especially a l0l, will find much in
it of interest. A CD of period
recordings is included, but my
example (and others, so I have
heard), had a technical fault, so buy
the book for the pictures, not the
CD. After all, if you've a

gramophone, you can play the
original records.

Christopher Proudfoot

,,!-*-

KeithHarding
SICAL BOXES
Sales

Music, Northleach, Nr Cheltenham, Gloucesrershire GL54 3EU

01451 860181 Fax: 01451 861 133
Museum & Shop open 7 days a week 10am - 6p-
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The Register was put to good use at
the autumn meeting of the Society.
One member who had given details
of three unknown boxes in his
collection was pleasantly surprised
when the makers of two boxes were
identified. Another member who had
brought an early keywind box to the

meeting discovered that the Register

could be used to date many of the

tunes played on the box. The box had
exposed controls and as the latest
tune was written in 1831, it is
reasonable to suppose that the box
was made in the early 1830's. As a

matter of interest, this box had been

sold in our society auction a year or
two ago, so good early boxes can still
be found.

Yet another box became the
subject of much discussion in the

meeting because of the nahrre of its
tune card and the tunes it played.
The hrnes are as follows:

1. Oh Rest the Babe the Celebrated
2.They may raill all this life
3. The Brave Roland
4. Soldaten Canke (?)

Salker. T. Lanner.

The general presentation of the box
and the black border round the tune
card suggested that the box could
have been a mouming box made to
celebrate the life of a baby. We know
that the Victorians had a different
attitude to death largely brought
about by the high infant mortality
rate, but did they mark such
occasions by buying a musical box?
I have never before seen an obvious
mouming box and on reflection feel
that this box could be a religious air
box. Tunes I and2 could be from an

oratorio. My knowledge of such
music is not sufhciently extensive to

be of much help. Once again may I
appeal for assistance and make a

request for your opinions on the
topic. I have heard of Brave Roland
before, but who was he, and what
was he being brave about?

The lid of two more boxes
shown at the meeting were of
interest to members. The first,
(shown in hg l) depicts a cat dressed

in a Tyrolean costume walking away

from a house. He is playing a pipe
and carries a drum slung over his
right arm. This inlay features on a

high quality overture box and must
have been produced for the "top
end" of the market. Do anv of you

know of a nursery rhyme or of a

Swiss folk tale that could possibly
relate to this scene?

The second inlay, (shown in hg
2) depicts leaves, flowers and a flute
type of instrument surrounding a

haggis. It also shows the amount of
work required to restore this inlay
into something acceptable. "Haggis"
boxes have been noted before but
they are rare and probably made for
export to Scotland. Often they feature
a strongly Scoftish programme, but in
this particular case there is not one
Scottish air to be found. Maybe in
some future edition of our joumal, a

page or two could be set aside to
illustrating unusual and particularly
hne inlays found on lids ofboxes.

There was a time many years
ago when antique dealers almost
universally used a dealers' code to
mark up their wares. It was not
uncommon for dealers to include
their buying price and stock number
in these codes. Items like musical
boxes had a handy place in the form
of a tune card on which to put these

codes. I suspect that the selling price

was arrived at by simply looking at
the customer and making a snap
decision as to what he or she may be

willing to pay! So today, these
boxes still have faded pencilled
codes on their tune cards. The
majority of these marks have
nothing to do whatsoever with their
manufacture, but having been put on

so many years ago, they have
become part of their history. Please

leave the marks. One day they might
be recognised and prove to be of use

to a researcher.
The Register is ongoing but at a

very slow pace indeed. Computers
are fine, but they do crash and
generally make life difficult. The
program used in the original Register

will not work with modern systems

and getting an up to date database
program to recognise the data in an

old DOS progftrm is difficult. I feel
sure that within the Society we must
have computer experts who would
be willing to assist in the transferring

of ASCII files to a Windows based

program. Please offer to help if the
call is made. I Registrar

Fig. 1.

FiB.2
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Penfriend sought
Hello.
I am22 years old and I am looking
for an English pen friend, same age,
in order to get an exchange of
information. My held of interest is
specialized on cinema-organs and
mechanical music instruments.

Since my seventh year of age I
have been interested in organs and
specialized on cinema organs later
on. I also was very interested in
mechanical music. Now I am
working myself with mechanical
music instruments in the expert firm
of Gotthard Arnold, specialized on
historic music-automatics, which is
looking also after the
instrument collection "Museum
Speyer/Sinsheim" for 22 years,
most likely the biggest collection
ofEurope.

If you are interested in any way,
I should like to hear from vou.

Sina Hindebrand,
PestalozzistraBe 5. 76669 Bad

Schcinbom, Germany. (private)
Fachstefte historischer

Musikautomaten, Gofthard Arnold,
BahnhofstraB e 2. 7 6669 B ad

Schdnborn, Germany. (company)

Antiques Fair
On Sunday, 3rd August 2OO3,I
was lucky enough to be able to go
to the 'Antiques for Everyone'
Exhibition at the National
Exhibition Centre at the invitation
of Keith Harding. At this
exhibition Keith was putting on a

display of mechanical music which
was the centre-piece of the whole
show, for here - unlike elsewhere
in the exhibition - the primary
objective was informative rather
than commercial . Thousands
visited the exhibition and for many
it must have been the fist time that
they had come into contact with a

musical box, organette or organ.
Drifting away from the stand could
be heard the sounds of all aspects
of mechanical music, whilst they
were accompanied by the visual
delight of automata. Instruments
such as a Thibouville Lamy Street
Organ, a Nicole Grand Format, an
Ariston, a rococco Symphonion
and various upright Symphonions
and Polyphons (including an
impressive auto-changer) were
on display.

Through this interactive (to
use modern museum 'speak')
exhibition the profile of
mechanical music has been raised
and, hopefully, interest aroused. I
met one young enthusiastic boy
who, throughout the four days of
the show, kept coming across to
play the Pell organ; I think that
such a public act of mechanical
music promotion should not go
unrecorded.

I would like to thank Keith for
allowing me to go along and,
hopefully, the Society will bear the
fruits of this in years to come. You
never know, one day someone may
replace me as the youngest member.

John Ward

Mourning Box
After many years of doing nothing I
eventually picked up a form to
register three cylinder boxes at our
last AGM. They seemed to me to
be fairly run of the mill and only
mildly interesting items of which I
knew very little, not even the
makers' names. Not being a very
good member, however, I let time
pass and did not return the form
until shortly before the Kendal
meeting. It was there that Arthur
Cunliffe was not only to name two
of them, but, more importantly,
considered the third one to be a
'mourning box'.

In the mid nineteenth century
when infant mortality was very
high it was apparently not
uncommon for parents to have a
dead child photographed to provide
them with a lasting memory. At

least one set of parents, however,
chose to mourn their baby by
listening to my newly registered
musical box. The tune sheet has a
black border and the first of the
four airs is "O Rest Babe
the Celebrated".

This was of considerable
interest to members at the meeting
and I'm sure many of us would like
to hear more from anyone
concerning this, unknown to me,
aspect of Victorian life. The box
does not look or play any better
than before it was registered but the
knowledge gained will give me
added interest and pleasure
whenever I play it and I will be
bringing it to our next meeting. I
urge anyone who has not yet
registered a box to ask for a form
and return it without delay; who
know what may turn up from a

seemingly uninteresting item?
David Pilgrim

The CampsieBequesil
Brian Campsie, who died in
February, has left f5,fi[ to the
Society "for such purposes as the
Society acting through the
Committ€e shall determine."

At the time of his death, Brian
was organising the Canterbury
meeting for Spring {l)4, and was
ao active member of the Society.
This generous bequest will
greatly assist in some of the
projects which the Society is
currently punuing. I

City of London

If you
some
origin

Queen Victoria to Duke Ellington. why not join
CLPGS?

,lgr,yguq 9mual regist€Ed students; or f 17
(US $28-50) (for mal. FORTm RECORD.

to which anicle will be impresrcd with the

To-jgin us, write to Richrd Taylor, Acting Membemhip Sarctary,ClpGS,
48 Shrewsbury Road, Edgmond, NEWPORT, Shropsliire TFl0 8HX UK

For more infomation, visit the CLPGS Website at:

www.clpgs.org.uk
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On our recent travels we came
across some novelty, but practical
musical boxes. The first box is a

solid wood toilet roll holder. The
movement plays two airs and is by
an unknown manufacturer. Swiss is
stamped on the bed plate and
someone may recognise the tune
sheet. When a piece of toilet paper

is despatched the first tune is played
and stops automatically at the end,

on despatching the second piece of
paper the second tune plays. The
music quality is quite deep and
pleasant; the drum is approximately
l-inch diameter.

Incidentally we do not have it
on our bathroom wall.

Fruit Bowls
Our next travels located two
practical fruit bowls both in solid
carved wood. The one in the form
of a vine leaf has a two-tune
movement by "Cuedent" with
approximately a l-inch drum and

automatic stop. The movement
plays when the bowl is lifted from
the table. The name on the base,
which someone may recognise,
looks like "Nachf. O. Nievergell
Burofachgeschaft Luzern.

The second bowl is of equally
good quality carving. The
movement is again a two-tune
movement by Reuge but does not
have automatic stop. On the outer
edge of the base is the number 24

that corresponds to the 24 next to
the key on the circular plate that
carries the movement, suggesting
that the circular bases were turned
to match the bowls. I
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lRenaissanee Discs
New Dtscs fon all trIugieal Boxes

. correct quality steel & original style artwork

. 115 different tlpes available

. efficient worldwide delivery service

. send for the tune lists for your instruments

. treat yourselfto perfect copies ofyou favourite discs

. greatvalue-eg. new 15 %" discs only f23 +vAT each

Quality instrumenb deseme Renaissance Discs

Ne$ Double Disc Musical Boles
. magnificent brand new instruments

playing two 24 %" discs
. available now
. eight combs produce superb harmonies
. an unforgettable experience!
. massive spring-driven clockrvork

motors are quiet, smooth & powerful
. beautiful cases, exquisitely carved and

veneered in walnut
oarguably the ftnest sounding
instrument I have ever heatd in the
disc-playhg musical box worldo
ArthurWJ.G. Ord-Hume

Restoratons E Salcg
. quality restoration to the

highest standard on all
types of musical box
movements and cases

. free quotations given

. fully restored musical
boxes for sale, both disc
and cylinder

. instnrments shipped
around the world

Let the experts ensure
your rrutsical box look
and plays as it didwhen
it was new!

LesterJones, 16 Penny Lane, EMSWORTH, Hants, POl0 8HE, England

Phone: + 44 (0) 1243 372&6 Fax: + 44 (0) 1243 370299 (visitors welcome by appointment)

lohn @ob[etny
flntiqueg;

Website www.cowderoyantiquesco.uk

This friendly Family business was established in
1973 by John and Ruth Cowderoy, and is continued

by their sons David and Richard.
We are members of the Guild of Master Craftsmen

and of L.A.P.A.D.A. the country's largest
association of Antique Dealers

We believe our comprehensive repair and
restoration service is second to none.

Free estimates without obligation.

42 South Street Eastbourne BN214XB

%rc,lhrstu 9Jo,pJh42
New Cylinder & Disc Musical Boxes

New Singing Bird Cages

Musical Jewellery Boxes
Clockwork Musical Gifts & Collectibles

Mechanical Music CD's. Cassettes & Books
New Mechanical Organs To Order

Luxury M usic al M ove me nts
Now Availablc ForYour Own Boxes
18, 30, 50 & 78 note Pinned Cylinder Movements

48 Kev Disc Movements with 6 Brass Bells

Please Feel Free To Visit Our Shop
On The A37 in Whitchurch Village, Bristol

Open Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm (Closed Wed, Sun & Bank Holidays)

Dean Organs, "The Music Box", zl0 Bristol Road, Whitchurch, Bristol.

Tel0l275 8344'14 Fax 01275 838687

Please Visit Our Website at

www.themusicboxshop .co .uk
Tel. (01323) 720058
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Small 26 key Gavioli reed
buskers organ in very
attractive case. The key frame
is missing - so only €950. 2 x
48 key organ books.
Rollmonica. 116 note organ
rolls. Rectif ier ex Violano.
Amorette '12" discs. Fortuna
81/4 discs. Monopol 81/2
discs. Thorens 4112 discs. Bob
Price 01202 485720.

Discs: 12" Mia, 143/c" C.Drive
Symph., 141/e" Kalliope,
'13" Komet, 7" Lochmann,
7" Kalliope, C.Drive 61/2"

Polyphon. Send for list stating
size required, clo Ted Brown
01403 823 533.

Discs: 12" Mira, 14314 C.
Drive Symph., 141/4 Kalliope,
13" Lochmann,T" Kalliope, C.
Drive 6112 Poltphon. Send for
list stating size required - c/o
Ted Brown, 01403 823 533.

Copies of Tune Sheet book
still available, with free latest

supplement, t12 plus f2 p&p
(ta p&p overseas). Can be
paid by dollar equivalent
cheque. Contact Richard
Kerridge or Ted Brown.

Society badges for sale, t1.50
or $2 including p&p. Money to
Advertising Secretary
address in front of journal.

Rare Opportunity
Full set of MBSGB Journals,
all with hard binders, from Vol
1 No1 - Vol20 No8. All in good
condition. These have been
donated to the Society to be
sold in aid of the Childrens
Hospital Fund. Offers please to
the Correspondence Secretary
by December'lOth. Postage
extra or buyer collects

It is most unusual for a
complete set of Journals to
become available. Last time
this happened several years
ago they fetched around t300.

Fireside phonograph horn in
reasonable condition, Edison
Gem motor or Darts - whole
phonograph in poor condition if
motor intact. Phone Terry
France on 01983 867096.

Any old catalogues and
musical box ephemora - Ted
Brown,01403 823 533.

Organette music wanted. Any
Dolcine card music, any
condition. 14-note Melodia
and Clariona music
(on spools). All other
organette music, bands,
spools, discs - any condition
considered. Contact Ted
Brown on 01403 823 533.

PLEASE MENTION THE MUSIC BOX
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS

RATES FOR DISPLAY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available)
Outside back cover (tone br two colours) ........FuII page only t249
(full colour, one photograph to maximum size of 8" x 6")........Fu11 page only f560
Inside covers....

POSITIONS INSDE JOURNAL (as available)
Full page f150, HalfPage f86. Quader Page f54, Eighth Page f36.
5cumbox in classified.areafS2,3ctm box in classified areaf22

These iliarges include typesetting, but are exclusive of any artwork which may be
required. Half tone, artwork and design can be provided at additional cost. Black
and white half tones fl5 each. Design and artwork quotes on request.

DISCOIJNTS (applicable only on accounts settled within 30 days, otherwise strictly
nett). Four or more consecutive insertions: Area rate less 2O7a . A further 57o
discount is, given if payment is in advance

MECHAMCAL DATA TYPE AREA
Full page lo%"x7'4" (270mm x l80mm, Half page lO%"x3X'(270mm x 88mm) or
7X"x5Z" (l80mm x l35mm), Quarter page 5%e"x3%" (135mm x 88mm).
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Looking for something

special - or have some
items for sale? Remember,

Music Box goes to over
600 enthusiasts worldwide.

For as little as €5.00
(e9.50 for non members)

you can reach these
people with your

Sales & Wants.

Closing date for
the nert l'ssue r.s

1st February 2OO4

Deadline dates for Display
Advertising Copy
1st April; lst July;

lst October; lst February
Editorial copy must be submitted at

least 8 days prior to above dates

Posting of magazine:
27th February;Z1th Apil;
7th August; 7th November

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT OF

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR INCLUSION

IN NEXT ISSUE: f st February 20(M

Minimum cost each advertisment t5J0.
Members: l6p per word

(bold type 8p per word extm)

Minimum cost each advertisment 1950
Non-members 32p per word

(bold typ€ l6p per word extra)

CASH WITII ORDER PLEASE TO:

Advertising Secretary Ted Brown,
The Old School, Guildford Road,

Bucks Green, Horsham,

West Sussex RH12 3JP

Tel: 01403 823533

NOTICE
The attenlion ot members is drawn to the
fact that the appearance in The Music
Box of an adverliser's announcemenl
does not in any way imply endorsement,
approval or recommendalion of that
advertiser and his seruices by the €ditor
of the journal or by the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain Members are
reminded thal they must satisty
themselves as to the ability of the
advertiser to serye or supply lhem
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>Mechanical Music

,Orpheniotr No. 5l(, spprcr. lqlo
For l0 5/8 in mctal di$s - Phvs

ercellent!

Instruments<
November 2912003

World's es<<
again o onpieces,.. ical

Breker - The Specialists
P.O. Box 50 I I 19, D-50971 Koelry'Germany

Tel.; t49221R8 70 49 * Fax +4922tR7 48 78
Bonner Str. 528-530, D-50968 KoelrVGermany +Endli Auction@Breker.com

PLEASE F'FRI. FREE TO CONTACT OUR INTERNA'I'IONAL REPRESENTATTVnS:
U.S.A.: Joac lferz.. Tel. (9{l) 925.0385 | FAX (94f ) 925-987

Arc ntiu: Mrlm Paladed : lbl (0ll) U3tl 6. Fbx (01 l) 444e-90rr5
Jaoanz Mutohomi Taizo, TeIJF AX (l}6) 6845.8628
Frrre: PbrreJ.Blclort,T6l/Fq (O) A 33867f

Australla & New Zealand: Dleter Bardenheler: TelJFex J64l(09)EI7.T26B

Cmmophonc pKllngsR
Very attractive coll@tor's itcm!

Pbologreph Doll >Mrdrme Hendren<
With phonogpph mechanism by Univcmal

TalkingToys Co - Plays well!

>PoDpbon No, 104<, eppmr. l9(X)

Exccllmt playing coinopcntcd
musical box for l9 5/8 in discs. with

original ba* cupboad

Colmpentcd >Stedon< Musicd Bor by C. F, Schulze, Berlio
Extrmcly mrc, with Memod Freres intqchangeable cylinder movemflt with 2 cylind€N

Coinopemtcd dispcnscr in cxccllcnt condition
-A gjrnl rrrify!

Symphonion No. 25 C pRcoco<, .pDrer, l9{X)
Rarc and richly decomted de-luxc musical box,

for I I l/4 in discs - Excellera condltlon!

2GKey Barrel Orgen by
>rC. BNclgduDo, Berlln<

Witi I vcry popular tunes (c g Rivcr Kwai
March). on 4-wheel rubber tyred cart

- Erlrrordln.ry condialon!

4t-ke) action Streel OrEan by
DWilhelm Bruder S0hne. Wsldkinh(

4 stops, l0 lucs, fly whccl cmk - A sop€rb
Bl.ck Forest collecaor'3 iaem!

Eerly Swlss Muslcd Bor,
rpprer. 1870

Key wind- - Ercellent!

Rrre Swi$ Muslcd Box
pEdelwelss<, rDpu. lqX)

For 8 in, mct3l diss - Wodc pertsa!
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